
UNIT 4: Harmonic Filters

Operation of HVDC converters, generators several characteristics 

and non-characteristics harmonics in AC & DC waveforms.

Harmonics have harmful effects on AC generators, Motors, Capacitors, 

supply circuit etc. and cause unacceptable telephone interference. It is 

essential to limit the harmonic content in AC & DC waveforms to values 

within specified limits.

Harmonics in AC & DC waveforms are minimized by following means:-

 Use of 3 phase converter bridges of  higher pulse number. However, pulse 

number 12 is most economical and is used in present HVDC system.

Use of DC smoothing reactors

Use of AC harmonics filters

Use of DC harmonics filters 



Filters are basically LC circuits whose L & C parameter such that the complete

LC circuit of the filter resonates at a particular frequency. At resonant

frequency, the filter offers load impedance to the harmonics of that frequency

and high impedance to other frequencies. Thus the filters can be used to pass

certain frequencies or stop certain frequencies.

In HVDC converter substation, AC filters comprising of R, L, C banks are

installed on AC yard side. these are connected in shunt (line to ground)

branches to are AC bus bars. AC harmonic filter reduce the harmonic content in

the AC network to acceptable limits. Sent filter are connected between power

line and earth.

DC harmonic filter shunt filter and are installed in DC yard. They are connected

between pole bus. they are tuned certain characteristics DC harmonic

frequencies so that these harmonics are diverted to earth and do not pass on to

the DC line.



The design of shunt filters is based on the resonance phenomenon R,L,C

series and parallel circuits. An LC circuits resonates at a particular

frequency.

At this frequency the filter circuit offers low impedance to harmonic of f0

frequency and high impedance to other harmonics.

Fo = 1/ 2II LC

A typical AC filter has several parallel tuned branches tuned for specific 

harmonic frequencies such as 7th, 9th, 11th, 13th etc. the respective tuned 

branches offer low impedance to respective harmonic frequency current 

order and divert them to Earth. Thereby the harmonic content in network is 

reduced.

The importance of AC network and importance of shunt filters have strong 

interaction with each other. Therefore, the AC filter requirements, AC shunt 

compensation requirement his influenced by the equivalent impedance of 

AC network.



The impedance of AC network changes with load. The AC filter requirement

changes with the power transfer through HVDC system. Hence the hormonic

filter requirement is based on the analysis of AC network conditions and their

interaction with HVDC transmission and converter operation.

The cost of AC and DC filter equipment in a converter station is in the range

of 5 to 12% of total equipment cost. The design of AC and DC filters is

influenced by economic consideration and the limits of:

 Telephone interference

 Permissible harmonic contents in AC and DC waveforms.



The following figure indicates the various types of equipment in a typical 

bipolar HVDC substation. 



Terms and Definition:-
1. Filter: An LC circuit which passes all frequencies within its pass-band and

stop all frequencies in its stop-bands. (Refer. Fig.) indicating various types of

Filters.

2. AC Filters: A filter designed to reduce the flow of harmonic current into

associated AC system.

3. DC Filter: A filter which in cojunction with DC reactors and DC surge

capacitors (if any) serves primary function of reducing current or voltage ripple

on DC line.

4. DC reactors.(Smoothing Reactor): A reactor connected in series with a

converter unit on DC side for the primary purpose of smoothing the current and

reducing the current transient.

5. DC damping circuit: A combination of circuit elements such as R,C connected

between the DC pole bus station Earth which serves to reduce voltage transient

and/or change in resonant condition.



6. DC Surge capacitor: A capacitor array connected between DC line and

station Earth ( directly or indirectly) to reduce the amplitude and steepness of

lighting surges appearing along the HVDC poll line towards substation.

7. Resonance: A circuit is said to be in resonance when the applied voltage U

and resulting I are in phase. At resonance the complex impedance consists of

only resistance R. The impedance of the circuit is lowest at its resonant

resonant frequency.

8. Size of a filter: A size of a filter bank is defined as the reactive power

(MVAr) supplied by the filter at the fundamental frequency.

The size of AC filter in a terminal station varies between 15 to 60% of DC

power rating.



9. Single tuned filter: It is a single RLC circuit tuned to the frequency open

particular harmonic . It offer lowest impedance to that harmonic frequency.

10. Double or triple tuned filter: These have two or three resonant frequencies. The

impedance of the filter slowest at these two or three frequencies.

11. High pass filter: A high pass filter stops all frequencies below its cut off frequency

and passes all frequencies above it. It offers low impedance two wide band or higher

harmonics.

12. Low pass filter: A low pass filter passes all frequencies from zero to its cut off

frequency and stop all frequencies higher than the cut-off frequency.

13. Shunt filter: The filter circuit comprising R,L,C combination is connected

between line (phase ) and earth. The filter is subjected to full line (phase) to earth

voltage of main circuit and does not carry main circuit current. It passes harmonics of

certain frequency to earth.



14. Series Filter: The filter circuit comprising R,L, C combination is

connected in series off power circuit or line. The filters carries full current of

main circuit . Conducting Path is at high voltage with respect to earth and is

insulated from earth.

15. Tuned filter . (High Q Filter ): The filter in which L and C values

adjusted sharply for resonance at one or two particular lower order harmonic

frequencies as 5th and 7th, 11th and 13th harmonics. (Ref.fig.7.7). Separate

tune branches are used for lower characteristics harmonics.

16. Single frequency tuned filter: It has a single resonant frequency at which

the impedance of the filter is minimum.

17. Double frequency tuned filter: It has two values of resonant frequencies at

which the impedance is minimum.



18. High Pass Filter: (Low Q filter ,Damped Filter) . This is a shunt connected

filter which offers low impedance over a broad band of harmonics frequencies

e.g.23rd and above.

High pass Filter is also called Damped Filter and is a Low Q

19. DC smoothing Reactors: This is oil cooled, oil insulated reactor having

high inductance (0.35 H to 1 H). It is connected in series on the DC side of the

converter. It smoothens the Ripple in DC current. The DC reactor also helps in

reducing the rate of rise of current surges appearing on the DC side of the

converter due to sudden changes in DC power flow due to Faults or load

change.

20. DC surges capacitors: It is connected on DC line and station earth to serve

the purpose of reducing the amplitude and steepness of lightning surges

appearing from HVDC line side .




